Abstract-Under the background of information integration, the semantics of ontology integration is still an open issue. In this paper, we propose a revised distributed interpretation which is adapted from distributed description logics. In our proposal, ontology integration is taken as global ontology and local ontologies connected by ontology mapping. They are respectively interpreted with DL semantics and Semantic Import semantics. In this way, our method can facilitate understanding and maintenance of ontology integration. [8] , there are some differences between ontology merge and ontology integration. So [7] is not well suitable for ontology integration.
INTRODUCTION
Ontology has played a great role in resolving the heterogeneous of information [14] [5] [6] . Ontologies are linked and integrated together in order to communication among information sources. However how to interpret ontology integration is an open issue.
Borgida and Serafini [3] [4] presented DDL(Distributed Description Logics) to describe distributed ontologies. But axioms across ontologies are not allowed which is not convenient for ontology integration. Fahad [7] talked about semantics of merged ontologies. However, according to [8] , there are some differences between ontology merge and ontology integration. So [7] is not well suitable for ontology integration.
In this paper, we propose an interpretation based on distributed interpretation which has been discussed in DDL. We introduce some ideas of semantic import [11] to revise bridge rules of DDL and give rigorous definition to revision Then we talk about model-theoretic of revised distributed interpretation. At last we make some comparison between ours and other methods.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the motivation of our method. Section III talks about some preliminary knowledge. Section IV introduces our proposed method. In section V, we make some discussion with our method. Section VI introduces some related work. We make conclusions in section VII.
II. MOTIVATION
In [2] , Borgida and Serafini proposed DDL to describe integration information system(IS). Each IS is described with DL, and then relations between each IS are turned into bridge rules between DL ontologies. Flow of information from one IS to another IS can also be described by bridge rules. This situation is applied to information integration. But bridge rules employ correspondence to describe relations of concepts or roles between two DL ontologies. It is not DL tradition which uses subsumption expressions or something else. And more, limited to bridge rules, DDL takes one ontology as another one's context, so its reasoning uses context reasoning method [11] [13] [14] . In the case of information integration, query answering is usually handled at global side and translate query into queries over local ends. Context reasoning is not well suited to query decomposition.
In fact, global ontology and local ontologies in information integration have relations and should not be separated. This means some concepts or roles have direct relations between global ontology and local ontologies. It is similar with some cases of ontology reuse, but ontologies on each side do not include any syntactic symbols from the other side. This inspires us to introduce semantic import [11] to improve this situation. 
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Based on distributed interpretation, DDL defines satisfiability and consistency.
Defintion 3 (Satisfiability): The distributed interpretation I = <{{ i I } i I ∈ , { ij r } , i j I ∈ }> satisfies a distributed TBox if and only if:
(1) i I satisfies i T ;
(2) for every bridge rule in ij B :
Consistency in DDL is reduced to check whether a local concept of bridge rules is satisfiable or not. If all local concepts are satisfied by local interpretation i I and bridge rules interptretation ij r , the distributed T-Box is consistent.
IV. OUR PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Global and Local ontolgies
In our approach, we adopt hybrid ontologies to describe information integration [1] , but we make a little modification. This method use local ontologies to represent information sources and global ontology to integrate all local ontologies, as showed in firgure1. Figure 1 hybrid ontologies There are mappings between global ontology and local ontologies which relate concept or roles. But different from Wache [14] , there no relations among local ontologies. Then global ontology can serve as bridges or connections between local ontologies.
Hybrid ontologies can also be denoted by T' = < g T , i i , In this example, Professor and Course in University has a corresponding concept in UNIV and teach is mapped into teacherOf in UNIV.
C. Interpretation
In order to give a distributed interpretation, ontologies which are involved in concepts or roles mapping should take mapping relations into account. It comprises two ways: 1) Mapping relations as imported axioms to j T In the situation of information integration, global ontology is the center and its semantics is the most important. All other local ontologies's semantics should conform to it.
For ontology integration, mapping relations point from local ontologies to global ontology. Under this situation, the semantics of global ontology should maintain and its consistency should not violate. So not all mapping relations are accepted by j T . Three types of relations can be seen as the following axioms: i) :
is not certain in all ontology integration. In this situation, cross ontology expressions are allowed. ∈ , g I }> satisfies T' , when the following condition are satisfied:
3) for every concept axiom in ig B , I'  :
:
This interpretation is also called a model of T' . T , but also satisfy the concepts or roles reused from global ontology. g T , as showed by condition 3.
Based on the definition of satisfiability, consistency is given in definition 7.
Definition 7 (Consistency): for an ontology integration T' , if a model can be found to satisfied T' , then T' is consistent, or it is inconsistent.
E. Consistency checking
According to definition of consistency, consistency checking is divided into two processes as showed in figure 2 . One is for g T [ ig i I ∈ {B } , and the other is for every combination of i T and ig B . Figure 2 consistency checking Firstly, it is a simple task to check g T [
Because in this process, ig B is seen as added axioms to g T .
The semantics of ig B should conform to g T .
Secondly, for ig B has been checked in g T , the concepts or roles used in ig B become reused knowledge in each i T . So each combination of i T and ig B needs to be tested.
In the future, we will develop the corresponding algorithms about how to check consistency.
V. DISCUSSION
Global interpretation is a nature way to explain ontology integration which means that integrated ontologies are seen as a whole ontology. In this way, many existing methods and tools can be reused. But, if there are so many heterogeneous ontologies and so much dissimilarity, it is a hard work to check consistency and repair inconsistency, especially when the amount of ontologies reaches a degree.
Compared to global interpretation, distributed interpretation has some advantages. It conforms to the status of scattering ontologies. Though DDL adopts distributed interpretation, it has some limits for ontology integration, such as, cross concept inclusions are not allowed. For ontology integration all ontologies should be combined together which is most different from DDL.
Ontology mapping connects distributed ontologies and its semantics is the sole of distributed interpretation. In DDL, it doesn't consider the need of combination. In our method, semantic import is adopted to revise distributed interpretation of DDL. And roles subsumptions across ontologies are also been explained in our method which are not involved in DDL.
VI. RELATED WORK
Jimenez-Ruiz and Grau [10] base their work on global interpretation . They propose a framework to check and repair consistency which fully makes use of existing ontology debugging technology.
In [3] [4], DDL is discussed. Borgida and Serafini introduce distributed description logics to express ontologies connected with ontology mappings which called bridge rules. They use domain relation to interpret bridge rules. Serafini [12] [13] continues to design reasoning algorithms of DDL.
Connected ontology servers as a bridge between local ontology and shard ontology. Grau [9] talks about linking ontologies in E-connections.
Bao [1] [2] discusses modular ontologies and its semantics. At some extent, we can conceive of ontology integration as some modular ontologies linked together. But some of its features are not suitable for ontology integration.
Similar to ontology integration, Fahad [8] talks about semantics of ontology merge and algorithms of check consistency. As Flouris [8] have talked about, there are some differences between ontology integration and ontology merge. So ontology integration cannot fully adopt methods proposed in [8] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we talk about ontology integration under the background of information integration. The semantics of on-tology integration is our focus. Distributed interpretation not global interpretation is employed to explain its semantics. In our method, a set of interpretations correspond to global on-tology and local ontologies respectively. The relations between global ontology and local ontology are expressed by bridge rules and interpreted with theory came from semantic import. As long as these bridge ruels can be satisfied by distributed interpretation, ontology integration is consistent.
In the future, we will develop al-gorithms of consistency checking based on the ideas given in this paper.
